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The story so far
• HPQCD, 1403.1778 - first results for s 
and c HVP  (and b - 1408.5768) 
• HPQCD+Hadspec - 1512.03270 - first 
estimate of disconnected contribution from  
lattice results with a signal 

µ

f

µ

f f 0

1

• HPQCD + RdV - 1601.03071 - first u/d (av.) connected 
HVP using physical u/d quarks . Total conn. HVP obtained.

u/d   599(6)(8)  
s       53.4(6)      
c       14.4(4)

   x 
10^-10

est. of QED+isospin-breaking

• Fermilab/HPQCD/MILC : 1710.11212

LO total      667(13)               
inc. uncty est. for disc. • first LQCD HOHVP: 1806.08190 

= -9.3(1.3) x 10-10

conn.

disc.

�aconnµ ⌘ aphysµ � asymm
µ = +1.5(7)%

LOHVP



Updates
• New connected u/d HVP results on finer (a=0.09, 0.06 fm)  
physical-mu/d lattices + very high stats for a=0.15fm
• Some changes in fit methodology - physical mu/d only,  
dropped rescaling with ρ mass, inc. t* where data  → fit. 
Further tests of fit methodology confirm it is robust.  
  

• Results for disconnected contribution and first study of 
isospin-breaking effects on disc. contribution  
• Tests of current normalisation using MOM schemes

u/d   622(8) 
s       53.4(6)      
c       14.4(4)

   x 
10^-10

LO total      690(13)               allowing 0(10) for  
disc., IB and QED 

PRELIMINARY

NEW 2σ up on 1601.03071  



Ensembles for connected u/d HVP

• physical u/d quark masses and range of factor 6 in a2

• large stats set at a=0.15 fm - can test impact of noise

Table of Configs for HVP

TABLE I.

⇡ a (fm) amsea
l /amsea

s /amsea
c w0/a M⇡5 (GeV)

�
L
a

�3 ⇥
�
T
a

�
Nconf. Nwall src

0.15 0.00235/0.0647/0.831 1.13670(50) 0.13304(70) 323 ⇥ 48 997 16

0.15 0.002426/0.0673/0.8447 1.13215(35) 0.13473(71) 323 ⇥ 48 9362 48(TSM)

0.12 0.00184/0.0507/0.628 1.41490(60) 0.13273(70) 483 ⇥ 64 998 16

0.09 0.00120/0.0363/0.432 1.95180(70) 0.12834(68) 643 ⇥ 96 1557 16 (TSM)

0.06 0.0008/0.022/0.260 3.0170(23) 0.13495(72) 963 ⇥ 192 1230 16 (TSM)

1

⇤
⇤
⇤

NEW

• include smearing in 2x2 matrix of vector-vector 
correlators for improved fit. HVP calculated from loc-loc.

nf = 2 + 1 + 1 u/d, s, c quarks in sea

• calculate vector-vector correlators for l (=(u+d)/2) quarks 
and average over gluon field configs 

HISQ

JV = �µ ⌦ �µ



Tests of noise
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high stats 
data for 
all t

any t* up to 2.5fm  
gives same result -  
use t* = 2 fm -  
90% HVP from data

compare our fit method  
to bounding method

For t > t_cut set 
G(t) = 0 or
Average the two results

a=0.15fm

t* method is correct for larger range. 
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Test with fake data Use chiral EFT with 
                 interactions ⇢, �,⇡⇡

log 
scale

Generate fake G(t) from 
finite-volume energy 
levels up to 2 GeV 
Add covariance from 
real data and fit. 

2-exp fit *WORKS* - gives 
correct result to ~1x10-10 

(within fit error, all cases)
NOTE: key need is to track 
G(t), *not* necessary to 
resolve all the energy levels 

a=0.06fm

a=0.06fm

• See AEK talk for ππ plans
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Correct for finite volume
and staggered pion masses
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Test vs Re+e- - large n  
good test since corrn 
large, impact on HVP 
small

⇧l,conn
1 = 0.0906(15)fit(13)QED,IB GeV2

Our results for Πi:
⇧l,conn

2 = �0.1968(77)fit(28)QED,IB GeV4



Comparison of Πi  results from lattice QCD 
isospin-symmetric, no QED

All Nf = 2+1+1 11
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FIG. 10. (color online.) Comparison of our results in
Eqs. (4.2) and (4.3) for the light-quark connected contribu-

tion to the slope and curvature of b⇧(Q2) with published un-
quenched lattice-QCD results from Refs. [30, 43]. All values
correspond to isospin-symmetric QCD without electromag-
netism. Note that we multiplied the Taylor coe�cients quoted
in Refs. [30, 43] by the charge factor q2u + q2d = 5/9 so that
they correspond to our normalization convention.

results for the leading Taylor coe�cient, ⇧ll
1 , agree. Our705

result for the second Taylor coe�cient ⇧ll
2 di↵ers slightly706

with those of BMW and ETM by 1.0� and 1.3�, respec-707

tively. Given that our results for the slope and curvature708

of b⇧(Q2) are so close to those of BMW, the 1.6� disagree-709

ment for all
µ must stem from di↵erences in yet higher-710

order Taylor coe�cients. The higher moments probe the711

Euclidean vector-current correlator at larger times, and712

thus are likely more sensitive to the approach used to713

control the statistical error in this region.714

B. Isospin-breaking, electromagnetic, and715

quark-disconnected contributions716

Before summing the contributions from the quark fla-717

vors together to obtain the total O(↵2
QED) hadronic vac-718

uum polarization contribution to aµ, we must consider719

three important systematic errors that are not associated720

with our lattice-QCD calculation. Rather, these uncer-721

tainties arise from e↵ects or contributions to aHVP
µ that722

we have not yet calculated directly, although work is in723

progress.724

The first is the correction to the light-quark connected725

contribution in Eq. (4.1) from the di↵erence between the726

up- and down-quark masses. In Ref. [37], we studied727

the e↵ect of strong-isospin breaking at a ⇡ 0.15 fm and728

the physical pion mass, finding the relative correction729

to be �aHVP,mu 6=md
µ = +1.5(7)% of the isospin-symmetric730

value. Using our result for all
µ Eq. (4.1), this yields for the731

absolute correction �aHVP,mu 6=md
µ = +9.3(4.4) ⇥ 10�10.732

We note, however, that our initial calculation of the733

strong-isopin-breaking correction was only at a single734

lattice spacing, and we plan to repeat it at a second,735

finer lattice spacing so that we can take a continuum736

limit. Our result in Ref. [37] was subsequently confirmed737

by the RBC/UKQCD Collaborations [20], who obtained738

�aHVP,mu 6=md
µ = +10.6(8.0) ⇥ 10�10. A more recent739

preliminary calculation by the ETM Collaboration [38]740

yields a slightly smaller central value for �aHVP,mu 6=md
µ =741

+5.6(2.0) ⇥ 10�10, but that is still consistent with ours742

within errors. Finally, phenomenological estimates of ⇢-!743

mixing using e+e�
! ⇡+⇡� data [32, 39, 40] again sug-744

gest that the e↵ect of strong-isospin breaking is at the745

1% level.746

The second e↵ect missing from our simulations is that747

of electromagnetism. We are presently generating a dy-748

namical QED+QCD ensemble of gauge field configura-749

tions in which the quarks have both color and electric750

charges [41], but do not yet have results for aud
µ on these751

lattices. The QED corrections to aHVP
µ have been cal-752

culated by both the RBC/UKQCD and the ETM Col-753

laborations. RBC and UKQCD present results for both754

the755

Further, a phenomenological estimate by Hagiwara et756

al. of the dominant electromagnetic e↵ect from ⇡0-� vac-757

uum polarization bubbles using e+e�
! ⇡0� suggests758

that it is around 1% or less [42].759

light-quark connected contribution equal up- and760

down-quark masses, and without electromagnetism. This761

is also true of the other lattice-QCD calculations of these762

quantities in the literature.763

Old text – may use some of it later. Recently we cal-764

culated the correction to the light-quark connected con-765

tribution to aud
µ from strong-isospin breaking at a ⇡766

0.15 fm and the physical pion mass, finding it to be767

�aHVP,mu 6=md
µ = +1.5(7)% [37]. This was subsequently768

confirmed by an independent lattice-QCD calculation769

from the RBC and UKQCD Collaborations [20], and770

is also consistent a more recent preliminary calculation771

by the ETM Collaboration [38] and with phenomeno-772

logical estimates of ⇢-! mixing using e+e�
! ⇡+⇡�

773

data [32, 39, 40].774

For now, we take 1% each for the uncertainty due775

to the omissions of strong-isospin breaking and elec-776

tromagnetism in our simulations as in Ref [23], since777

there may be cancellations between the two e↵ects once778

we have calculated them both directly in lattice QCD.779

Adding the QED and isospin-breaking uncertainties to780

the continuum-limit value of aud
µ in Eq. (3.2), we obtain781

for leading-order ud-connected contribution to the muon782

g � 2:783

where the “fit” error combines statistics and lat-784

tice systematics, and we quote the QED plus isospin-785

breaking error separately because it is estimated from786

phenomenology.787

We also present results for the first two Taylor coef-788

ficients of the Q2 expansion of the vacuum polarization789

function. We do not quote values for higher-order coe�-790



Result in continuum limit

After corrections, see 
~no dependence on a 
lattice spacing 
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500 550 600 650 700

au=d,conn
µ,HVP ⇥ 1010

Fermilab/HPQCD/MILC HISQ prelim.

Mainz et al, clover, 1705.01775

RBC/UKQCD domain wall 1801.07224

BMW stout-smeared stagg. 1711.04980

ETM Twisted mass 1808.00887

u,d,s,c sea

u,d,s sea

u,d sea

Comparison of  lattice HVP(ud, conn) 
isospin-symmetric, no QED

PRELIMINARY

(inc c sea with pert. th.)

good agreement



‘Disconnected’ contribution
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Our ZV determined fully 
nonpert. from F(0), but 
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Determination of  total lattice LO HVP 
u/d   622(8) 
s        53.4(6)      
c       14.4(4)

   x 
10^-10

Additional arithmetic
QED   +5       pheno   
disc.   -13(2)  BMW 
IB      +8(4)   FNAL/HPQCD 
                      /MILC + ETM 
Total     0(5-10)

LO total      690(13)               
PRELIMINARY

allowing 0(10) for  
disc. IB and QED 

FUTURE : 
• further improve 
stats 
• disc. inc. IB.  
• further conn. IB 
• full QED effects  
•  ππ analysis 



Comparison of  lattice LO HVP 

 640  650  660  670  680  690  700  710  720  730  740

aµ
HVP, no new physics

Jegerlehner
1705.00263

Davier et al
1706.09436

RBC/UKQCD
1801.07224

KNT18
1802.02995

ETMC
1808.00887

FNAL/HPQCD/MILC
prelim.

BMW
1711.04980

RBC/UKQCD
1801.07224

Lattice QCD
Re+e-

aµ
HVP x 1010

2σ from 
“no new 
physics” 

based on 
BNL expt 

+ lattice QCD

Lattice results agree-  
uncertainties need to be reducedprelim. Mainz (Wittig talk) : 710(21)



Spares



Correlator fit stability

Fits are stable as 
we change t_min 
if enough states 
are included in fit

t_max/a = 30
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Preliminary error budget
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FIG. 9. (This figure is just for the collaboration to look at while reading the draft and thinking about the analysis. I am not
planning to include it in the paper because the Taylor coe�cients display the same qualitative behavior as aud

µ .) Lattice-spacing
dependence of ⇧1 (left) and ⇧2 (right) before and after finite-volume and taste-breaking corrections are applied. The colors
and symbols have the same meaning as in Fig. 8.

TABLE IV. Error budgets for the O(↵2) light-quark-connected contribution the leading Taylor coe�cients of the vacuum polar-
ization function and the muon anomaly. Sources of uncertainty that were considered, but found to to have error contributions
< 0.00%, are not shown.

source ⇧ud,conn.
1 (%) ⇧ud,conn.

2 (%) aud,conn.
µ (%)

Lattice-spacing (a�1) uncertainty 0.9 1.7 0.8

Monte Carlo statistics 0.8 1.5 0.7

Continuum (a ! 0) extrapolation 0.7 0.8 0.7

Finite-volume & discretization corrections 0.7 3.1 0.3

Current renormalization (ZV ) 0.1 0.1 0.1

Chiral (ml) extrapolation/interpolation 0.1 0.1 0.1

Sea (ms) adjustment 0.1 0.1 0.1

Lattice pion mass uncertainties 0.0 0.1 0.0

Total 1.6% 3.9% 1.3%

We also present results for the first two Taylor co-647

e�cients of the Q2 expansion of the vacuum polariza-648

tion function. We do not quote values for higher-order649

coe�cients because the large statistical and combined650

finite-volume plus taste-breaking discretization errors are651

too large to make comparisons with other lattice-QCD652

and phenomenological determinations useful. Adding the653

same 1.4% estimate of QED plus isospin-breaking errors654

as for aud,conn.
µ to the continuum-limit values from the655

fits in Sec. III C, we obtain656

⇧ud,conn.
1 = 0.0906(15)fit(13)QEDGeV2 , (4.2)

⇧ud,conn.
2 = �0.1968(77)fit(20)QEDGeV4 . (4.3)

The error budgets are given in Table IV. The uncertainty657

breakdown for ⇧1 is similar to that for aµ because the658

two are proportional at lowest in the Taylor expansion.659

For ⇧2, . . .660

Only the BMW Collaboration has published lattice-661

QCD calculations of the Taylor coe�cients. They find662

(with our convention that includes the charge factor 5/9)663

⇧ud,BMW
1 = 0.0930(48) and ⇧ud,BMW

2 = �0.196(21) [30].664

Insert numbers and compare with ours. Quote signifi-665

cance of di↵erence.666

B. Total leading-order contribition667

To obtain the total leading-order hadronic vacuum po-668

larization, we must include the connected contributions669

from heavy flavors, as well as the quark-disconnected con-670

tributions. We take the connected contributions to the671

Taylor coe�cients and aHVP,LO
µ from strange, charm, and672

bottom quarks calculated by the HPQCD Collaboration,673

including a subset of these authors, in Ref. [11–13]. The674

BMW and RBC/UKQCD collaborations have calculated675

11

TABLE IV. Error budgets for the O(↵2) light-quark-connected contribution the leading Taylor coe�cients of the vacuum polar-
ization function and the muon anomaly. Sources of uncertainty that were considered, but found to to have error contributions
< 0.00%, are not shown.

source ⇧ud,conn.
1 (%) ⇧ud,conn.

2 (%) aud,conn.
µ (%)

Lattice-spacing (a�1) uncertainty 0.9 1.7 0.8

Monte Carlo statistics 0.8 1.5 0.7

Continuum (a ! 0) extrapolation 0.7 0.8 0.7

Finite-volume & discretization corrections 0.7 3.1 0.3

Current renormalization (ZV ) 0.1 0.1 0.1

Chiral (ml) extrapolation/interpolation 0.1 0.1 0.1

Sea (ms) adjustment 0.1 0.1 0.1

Lattice pion-mass uncertainties 0.0 0.1 0.0

Total 1.6% 3.9% 1.3%

The corresponding error budgets are given in Table IV.697

The uncertainty breakdown for ⇧1 is similar to that for698

aµ because the two are proportional at lowest in the Tay-699

lor expansion. For ⇧2, there are substantial di↵erences700

in three error contributions. The lattice-spacing uncer-701

tainty is about twice as large as that for ⇧1 because of702

the quantity’s dimensions. The statistical error is also703

about twice as large because higher-order Taylor coe�-704

cients probe larger times in the Euclidean vector-current705

correlator. Finally, the finite-volume plus discretization706

errors in ⇧2 are about four times larger than in ⇧1. This707

is because the uncertainties from omitted higher-order708

corrections to the Taylor coe�cients are estimated as a709

fixed percentage of the size of the correction, which is710

larger for ⇧2. The remaining error contributions are sim-711

ilar for aud
µ and the slope and curvature of b⇧(Q2).712

Only the BMW Collaboration has published lattice-713

QCD calculations of the Taylor coe�cients. They find714

(with our convention that includes the charge factor 5/9)715

⇧ud,BMW
1 = 0.0930(48) and ⇧ud,BMW

2 = �0.196(21) [30].716

Insert numbers and compare with ours. Quote signifi-717

cance of di↵erence.718

B. Total leading-order contribution719

To obtain the total leading-order hadronic vacuum po-720

larization, we must include the connected contributions721

from heavy flavors, as well as the quark-disconnected con-722

tributions. We take the connected contributions to the723

Taylor coe�cients and aHVP,LO
µ from strange, charm, and724

bottom quarks calculated by the HPQCD Collaboration,725

including a subset of these authors, in Ref. [11–13].726

We are presently calculating the quark-disconnected727

contributions to aHVP,LO
µ from u, d, s, and c quarks [44],728

but do not yet have final results. Therefore, follow-729

ing Ref. [18], we estimate the quark-disconnected con-730

tributions to the Taylor coe�cients assuming ground-731

state dominance of the vector-current correlators.732

Using Eq. (11) of that work with {M⇢, M!} =733

{0.77526(25), 0.78265(12)} GeV from the PDG [33] and734

{f⇢, f!} = {0.21(1), 0.20(1)} GeV yields735

⇧disc.
1 /⇧ud,conn.

1 = �0.013(12) , (4.4)

⇧disc.
2 /⇧ud,conn.

2 = �0.014(12) , (4.5)

and similar results for the higher Taylor coe�cients.736

These estimates are consistent with direct lattice-QCD737

calculations by the BMW and RBC/UKQCD collabo-738

rations, who obtain for the quark-disconnected contri-739

bution to aHVP,LO
µ from all flavors of ⇠1.5 – 2% of the740

light-quark connected contribution [17, 20]. We therefore741

take these values for the uncertainty from the omission742

of quark-disconnected contributions in our calculation.743

Table V gives the individual flavor contributions744

⇧HVP,LO
1 , ⇧HVP,LO

2 , and aHVP,LO
µ , as well as the total745

O(↵EM) results. We obtain aHVP,LO
µ with an uncer-746

tainty of ⇠ 2.0%. More than 90% of the central value747

comes from the light-quark connected contribution, as748

does about 75% of error. The remainder of the error749

on aHVP,LO
µ comes from the uncertainty on our phe-750

nomenological estimate of the quark-disconnected contri-751

bution. The connected contributions from heavy flavors752

contribute a negligible amount, ⇠0.1%, to the error.753

V. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK754

This section will include:755

• Equation repeating ud-connected contribution.756

Emphasize that the light-quark connected contri-757

bution, Eq. (4.1) is really the key result of this758

work. (Placeholder below – number will need up-759

dating.)760

1010aud,conn.
µ = 624(8)fit(9)QED+IB , (5.1)

• Equation for total LO HVP contribution (Place-761

holder with equation label below – number will need762
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TABLE IV. Error budgets for the O(↵2) light-quark-connected contribution the leading Taylor coe�cients of the vacuum
polarization function and the muon anomaly in the isospin-symmetric limit without electromagnetism. Sources of uncertainty
that were considered, but found to to have error contributions < 0.00%, are not shown.

source ⇧ud,conn.
1 (%) ⇧ud,conn.

2 (%) aud,conn.
µ (%)

Lattice-spacing (a�1) uncertainty 0.9 1.7 0.8

Monte Carlo statistics 0.8 1.5 0.7

Continuum (a ! 0) extrapolation 0.7 0.8 0.7

Finite-volume & discretization corrections 0.7 3.1 0.3

Current renormalization (ZV ) 0.1 0.1 0.1

Chiral (ml) extrapolation/interpolation 0.1 0.1 0.1

Sea (ms) adjustment 0.1 0.1 0.1

Lattice pion-mass uncertainties 0.0 0.1 0.0

Total 1.6% 3.9% 1.3%

statistics. Adding the same 1.4% estimate of QED plus701

isospin-breaking errors as for aud,conn.
µ to the continuum-702

limit values from the fits in Sec. III C, we obtain703

⇧ud,conn.
1 = 0.0906(15)fit(13)QED+IB GeV2 , (4.2)

⇧ud,conn.
2 = �0.1969(77)fit(28)QED+IB GeV4 . (4.3)

The corresponding error budgets are given in Table ??.704

The uncertainty breakdown for ⇧1 is similar to that for705

aµ because the two are proportional at lowest in the Tay-706

lor expansion. For ⇧2, there are substantial di↵erences707

in three error contributions. The lattice-spacing uncer-708

tainty is about twice as large as that for ⇧1 because of709

the quantity’s dimensions. The statistical error is also710

about twice as large because higher-order Taylor coe�-711

cients probe larger times in the Euclidean vector-current712

correlator. Finally, the finite-volume plus discretization713

errors in ⇧2 are about four times larger than in ⇧1. This714

is because the uncertainties from omitted higher-order715

corrections to the Taylor coe�cients are estimated as a716

fixed percentage of the size of the correction, which is717

larger for ⇧2. The remaining error contributions are sim-718

ilar for aud
µ and the slope and curvature of b⇧(Q2).719

V. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK720

This section will include:721

• Equation repeating ud-connected contribution.722

Emphasize that the light-quark connected contri-723

bution, Eq. (??) is really the key result of this work.724

(Placeholder below – number will need updating.)725

1010aud,conn.
µ = 624(8)fit(9)QED+IB , (5.1)

• Equation for total LO HVP contribution (Place-726

holder with equation label below – number will need727

updating.)728

1010aHVP,LO
µ = 692(12)u,d(1)s,c,b(9)disc. (5.2)

FIG. 11. (color online.) Comparison of our result in Eq. (??)
for the the leading-order hadronic-vacuum-polarization con-
tribution to the muon anomalous magnetic moment (magenta
square) with results from Nf � 2 lattice QCD [? ? ? ? ]
(blue and purple squares), and from experimental e+e� cross-
section data [? ? ? ? ] (red and orange triangles). The filled
black circle shows the value of aHVP,LO

µ that is implied by the
measurement of aµ by BNL experiment E821 [? ] assuming
no contributions beyond the Standard Model; vertical dashed
lines denote the ±1� range.

• Summary plot comparing total aHVP,LO
µ with other729

work and Standard Model, Fig. ??730

• Comparison of total error with target uncertainty731

of Muon g � 2 Experiment732

• Paragraph on ongoing work, plans Re. statistics,733

QED, quark-disconnected contributions, etc., to re-734

duce leading sources of uncertainty.735


